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Envyswell 
 

 
I 
 
Tearing leaves from the neighbours bush 
into eight parts and scattering:  
 
fuschia head red then pale pink petal picked  
one by one, circling round the centre  
 
to the purple sperm heads 
limp to the day, ground bound. 
 
Bird stuffed inside same bush makes a noise  
like the croak of an empty stomach.  
 
I pull it out, put my mouth over its head 
and swallow, swallow, swallow its sound.  
 
 
II 
 
Spare time like this, weekend, is the right time  
for home improvement, tinned soup, white bread  
 
for hammer to nail, screwdriver to screw  
to nerve endings.  
 
Spare time like this, weekend, is the right time  
for shopping centre, car park tickets, plastic bags 
 
where the lift doors shut and I rattle around inside  
the metal vault like cooking salt 
 
where - I - indivisible in mirror freeze  
as animal memory creeps 
 
and all I feel is deep sea down fossil dread 
retsnom force turns me inside out 
 
pulls me into another time altogether - 
thins, peels, to overwhelm, envyswell. 
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Avon  
 
 
I will call my firstborn Avon, like the catalogue – 
 

where lipgloss comes in coral burst, berry bold,  
temptress, spellbound, chocolate treat, pink punch  
delivered in paper bags, within each bag 
paper slip invoices. 

 
 
I will see you pale, weary, worn 
       night bound - in the absence of lines and definition 
       your features will melt down.  
 
 
Once you have done your round around the houses 
        leave your dinner, your leftovers, your limbs  
                                                                     to the side  
 
 
        and tell me how it feels to be handed a life where 
        your commission is low and your pocket full of time   
        will be taken. How it feels within this, to know that you are 
 
                                                                       the river, the embankment 
                                                                      
                                                                                the overgrown grasses on fire.  
 


